
 

We had a wonderful summer, and we hope this edition will give you a sense of the breadth of 

opportunities our navy cadets are able to enjoy here at school but also across the UK. But first we say 

goodbye to our senior cadets Marta K, Grace J and Sam S and we thank them for their contribution to 

the RN section over the last four years. We wish them the best of luck in all their future adventures!  

Martha K.  
When I joined the Royal Navy CCF section in Year 10, I had no idea that I would remain a cadet until my 

school career was finished as a Year 13. I thought it would be a fleeting year of trying sailing and maybe at 

best gaining the party trick of a flying bowline, and I was really just following my brother’s footsteps. 
However, looking back now on my four years as a navy cadet, I realise that it was one of the most fruitful 

choices I made at Sedbergh and I feel that I have developed so many skills, although it wasn’t a fully 
informed decision at the time. I have achieved a Powerboat Level 2 qualification, gained leadership skills as 

Deputy Head of the section and other valuable outdoor experiences and learned to sail. Despite not making 

friends with the art of sailing as closely as I might have liked (I have developed a hatred of ropes), I still 

enjoyed it fully and feel that it was worth every cold and windy Thursday afternoon. The highest moment of 

my naval career was Remembrance Sunday, which has always been one of the most memorable days in the 

school calendar for me. I was able to enjoy the poignancy of the music through playing in the band and 

watch one of my best friends perform her role as Head Cadet and lead the CCF sections in their drill in front 

of hundreds of people. I have also been lucky enough to visit HMS Prince of Wales, where we experienced 

the Top Gun-esque nature of the naval flying section. As someone who did not join the navy until Year 10, I 

would highly recommend Year 9s to join from the beginning of their time at Sedbergh; as well as developing 

many invaluable skills, I have made some incredible memories and hope that more Sedberghians can 

experience this too. I want to thank Mr Parker for leading us as Head of Navy so carefully and kindly, and 

wish the best of luck to Mrs Duckham as she takes over this role. I hope that the navy continues to flourish 

next year, and remains the superior CCF section in perpetuity…  

 

Grace J. 
When I first joined the Navy, I never thought that trying to tie a bowline knot behind my back would lead me to 

in the privileged position of controlling all sections of the CCF and the school on Remembrance Sunday, I feel 

extremely honoured being chosen as the Head Cadet of the CCF especially as only a handful of girls have risen to 

this position leading the parade in the past. I have many fond memories in my past 4 years from learning to sail, 

teaching people how to sail, acquiring my Power Boat level 2 certificate, to being able to drive a royal navy patrol 

boat on the coast of Newcastle and occasionally sneaking a trip to Killington services for a MacDonald’s. I have 

made so many friends from different areas of the school in all years by joining the navy and I know that it will 

remain to be a friendly group that is full of laughs.  I would like to thank Mr Parker for being an incredible leader 

and advisor and I know that Mrs Duckham will fill his shoes perfectly next year and I wish her all the best. 

 

Sam S. 
CCF was as much a gateway, as an experience and opportunity for me. It pushed me out of my comfort zones 

and introduced new skills and passions to me when I joined in yr 10. Choosing CCF Navy as an activity was a 

shot in the dark, more of a random guess at what would be a good activity rather than a calculated decision. 

Arriving 15 min late and missing the bus to sailing at the first session didn’t raise my hopes. However, come the 
2nd session, and the facilities, experience and friendliness that came with CCF showed itself. 

During the summer months in Navy CCF, sailing started growing on me, and with great coaching and 

camaraderie around me, I was able to allow a once distance activity grow into something to love, and fell back 

on it to clear my mind during difficult times. 

Numerous trips to naval bases and battleships, were a highlight where an appreciation for Britain’s armed 

services grew, and awe at the engineering marvels humbled me. Discipline was a core part of my time in the 

CCF. This was epitomised in the weekly performance of drill during the Winter months and proved deceptively 

tricky. Navy CCF has been a big part of my school life, and I have thoroughly enjoyed my time in it, and I would 

like to thank all the staff for making this so. 
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Killington weekly sessions, Field Days, 

Races, Activity Week…Here is a little 
snapshot of our Summer term… 
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CC Ripley 
 

ROYAL NAVY CCF ENDURANCE RACE SOUTHPORT 25TH JUNE 2022 

5 schools, 4 teams with one school supplying two teams! Interesting! 

Sedbergh teamed up with Bedford Modern school while RGS Lancaster teamed up 

with St Barts School to form two teams of 5, while Loughborough GS with 8 cadets 

formed two teams of 4. The day was forecast for sun, rain, wind and most things in 

between – we didn’t expect the thunder and 
lightning which imposed a pause at 3.30 … just in 
case. 

We tried to incorporate some of the features of the 

Junior National 12-hour race with honours for 

fastest first lap, noon lap and “last gasp” final lap. 
We kept the course simple – keep the islands to 

Port throughout and leave the one mark of the 

course to Port on every lap to help the scorekeepers. The winning team completed 35 

laps with an average lap time of 12 – 13 minutes. Initially the lead kept changing but it 

soon settled down once some team swaps in the pit lane had occurred to even out the 

average ability of the team. 

There were some serious wind gusts and shifts which caught a couple of boats out which 

resulted in capsizes but certainly saw some serious hiking required. The Marine Lake this year 

seems particularly shallow and it was rare to be able to put the centreboard down fully even in 

the centre of the lake. Depending on how often the crew was prepared to try a bit more 

centreboard made a lot of difference to the leeway showing some teams able to do the 

Southerly leg in less tacks than other teams.  

Dark clouds were building over Southport and lightning flashes were seen but that storm 

passed to the East of us, but meanwhile another storm was brewing to our South which burst 

directly overhead causing all boats on the lake to scurry to the shore and “hide” – the rain 

pounded down causing a mist just of bounce back as the rain drops hit the lake surface. We had 

to pause for 15 minutes while it passed overhead before 

we could renew the race. 

Slowly but surely Sedbergh/Bedford Modern drew ahead 

and finished two laps ahead of the closest other teams 

and were the fastest team in the fastest lap races. 

Hopefully, Southport SC will run the official Junior 

National Endurance race again in 2023. 

 

Slt Duckham 
Seamanship and Level 3 Sailing at JP, HMS Raleigh 

 
It’s not just the cadets that have the opportunity to go on courses, adults can too. As a 

CFAV (Cadet Forces Adult Volunteer), I can follow the same process as our cadets and 

put my name in the hat for sifting.  

 

This time I had the fantastic opportunity to share this experience with my son. He 

gained his Seamanship and Level 3 Sailing Certificate and as a parent it was great to 

see him achieve all of this.  

 
I learnt a lot on the course, and it certainly boosted my confidence, coming back to 

Killington and helping our cadets develop their own skills.  

 

I am looking forward to doing more of this in the future.  
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Courses: the parents’ perspective                                
 

Paul H  
Toby has always preferred spend time in or on the water than on a field, 

which is why it came as no surprise when he leant into sailing on going up 

to Sedbergh and then naturally joined the Navy section of the CCF at the 

first opportunity. Upon hearing about the HMS Raleigh Level 1,2 Dingy 

residential course, Toby was not overly enthusiastic as he had already 

covered those levels, but a conversation about how sea /estuary sailing 

would be different to lake sailing, the opportunity to mix with other CCF 

cadets as well as being on a live military site, quickly brought him round to 

his parents thinking. With Commander Myles Ripley’s support for the 
application Toby was accepted and the date set for the August event. 

  

Although CCF candidate are eligible to take up the offer of free train travel, we decided to drive 

Toby to HMS Raleigh just because it was 

convenient for us to do so. Arriving at the base was 

Toby’s introduction to the spirit of independence you gain from being in the CCF. Being an active 

military base with the accompanying high level of security meant that parents were not allowed 

through the gate, so none of the usual parent helping to settle into rooms and more of “there are 
the other cadets, go join them and see you in five days Dad”. The first evening was an adjusting 
period with Toby getting used to being in a room with ten others and a dinner menu which catered 

less to specific culinary preferences of a fourteen-year-old compared to home. However, the usual 

one-word text responses to requests for feedback was quickly followed with a very upbeat 

message that Toby had been bumped up to Level 4 Dinghy training together with a screen shot of 

the training agenda – a very happy young man. 

  

Once sailing started on the Monday Toby was kept very busy, with sailing through the day and classroom training in 

the evening. Although he was the youngest in the group that did not seem in any way to impair his engagement in 

the team especially as they mixed sailing partners through the week. By the Friday Toby was keen to visit one of the 

boys he had made friends with on the course and so despite a one-to-three-year age range in the group they all 

supported each other and got along. By Thursday, the customary one-word WhatsApp messages peaked at 

“amazing” after the cadets has made a spinnaker run down the length of the Plymouth estuary.   
  

At 8 am on the Friday morning this Dad picked up a very tired fourteen-year-old in proud possession of his RYA Day 

Sailing and Seamanship Skills certificates along which a keen desire to return to HMS Rayleigh and build upon his 

watercraft skills. On enquiring about any other high points from the week, he replied with a mischievous smile, “well 

we did all get shouted at from the Submarine base across the harbour we after sailed too long near a guidance 

system used by the Navy submarines”.  Well, I guess you don’t get to do that too often!. 
 

 

 

Kate C  

On Thursday 23 June, just hours before heading to Dartmouth for the Year 9 CCF weekend, my son Toby messaged to 

say there were spaces available on a yachting expedition, leaving in 10 days, which he would like to join.  “Sure OK” I 
replied, recalling a similar expedition I did for my Gold D. of E. Which was fabulous, but aren’t most things when you 
think back almost 25 years? 

The next morning by 7.30am an e-mail from CC Ripley had arrived checking I was happy for Toby to attend, advising 

me he had applied for a place and that Toby would need to be in Milford Haven at 4pm on 4 July. This came with a 5-

page document of joining instructions.  Oh, and that the voyage would finish in Oban on 16 July, train tickets to be 

provided. 

  

All very efficient and yes, I had agreed to this last night. Now I’d better tell his Dad 
and google how to get to Milford Haven, somewhere in South Wales fairly distant 

from North Cumbria and Toby hasn’t done much ...well any solo train travel. 

  

Actually, the whole process went smoothly. They had to travel light due to limited room on the yacht so luckily 

the kit list was fairly simple. There is an 8-hour train route to Milford Haven requiring two changes, so I planned 

to accompany him as far as Manchester, really just so I felt sure he would make the boat on time.  A minor last-

minute panic from me about which medical form was needed but CC Ripley kindly explained, and Toby was off! 

 

We received a text most days with Toby’s location and the odd photo of beautiful bays etc but 

he was clearly having a great time. On his return we heard about the other boys on the trip, 

friendships he had made and talk of them meeting up for future CCF courses or expeditions. 

Toby was one of only 2 Year 9s on the trip and didn’t previously know any of the guys but this 

didn’t seem to cause any difficulty.  
 

Along with the friendships, sailing skills and Competent Crew qualification, what Toby really 

gained from the experience was a chance to be independent. 
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Courses, in their own words… 

Jan-Frederick T 
Competent Crew, Portsmouth 
During the Easter holidays, I went on a 5-day yachting course in 

Portsmouth to get my competent crew qualification. We were five 

cadettes and two instructors on an 11-meter Rustler 36 named 

Cornish Air. Apart from the first day, where we had 5-7 Beaufort 

and a swell of two meters, we had great weather with gentle to 

moderate winds. During the course we learned sailing, navigation 

and meteorology skills. We sailed from Portsmouth to Yarmouth 

over Cowes, making 60 nm in total.  

This course was fun, and the instructors brought a lot of 

knowledge with them.  

 

Joshua D  
Silver Airmanship, RNAS Yeovilton, HMS Heron. 
 

Having completed the Bronze course earlier in the year in Weymouth, I was selected to continue with the 

Silver Course in RNAS Yeovilton, HMS Heron, in Somerset. A smaller group, six of us this time, got the 

incredible opportunity to fly a Grob T115 which is the teaching aircraft used by the Royal Navy.  

If you want to have a look, please click here to see my friend Poppy who filmed her loop…I think she is still 
smiling!  
 

I was privileged enough to be able to talk to Lt Joel Finch, a wildcat pilot. 

Joel was an army cadet himself for two years and really loves what the CCF do across the services with 

children who want to learn how to be a team, how to work together and to be a family. 

He describes the CCF and the SCC(Sea Cadet Corps), as a vehicle or a machine to progress in any career 

because cadets learn how to be good leaders, when to follow and how to follow leadership and support 

each other’s ideas for the benefit of their team. 
 

I asked Joel what inspired him to join the Navy. He started a career in law, but quickly decided to make a change and he started out in the 

navy as a rate, as an air-crewman. This was one of the best decisions of his life because he was able to learn the true meaning of the word 

team, experience the comradery that it brings and understand the trust that underpins it all. This also gave him an opportunity to see what 

he wanted to do. In his case, become an officer and become a pilot for the incredible Wild Cat helicopter. He started a 30-week officer 

training at Dartmouth BRNC and made friends there that he will keep for life, some of them still serve with him in the 825 squadron.  Lt (RN) 

Finch is an inspirational person, and I was incredibly happy to be able to talk to him on the Silver airmanship course.  

 

I would like to thank LTCDR Buckley, SLt Cook and everyone else in their team for making this a very special week.  
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?ref=search&v=1023292511710742&external_log_id=5af7817c-545b-4168-ac57-d3e1919c48cf&q=sea%20cadet%20aviation
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Kit B-C 
T’was a bit windy in Southport… 

On the second week of the easter holiday, I went to Southport to learn 

level 1, and level 2 sailing, however, it didn’t go as planned.  
On the first day, I had to get on a train after waking up at 6am, and 

travelled down to Southport, intending to meet another cadet, however, 

she got on the wrong train and I arrived on my own and was picked up 

swiftly by one of the instructors, and was taken to the camp.  

When I arrived, they were mid-way through explaining how to tack, and 

I quickly changed into my wetsuit and had lunch. After we went on the 

water with paddles because it was too windy to sail and we had a race.  
On the second day, we went through many demos and were showed 

each part of the boat, however it was again too windy.  

The third day was much like the second, however we went into town in the afternoon. by this 

point we had learnt much theory, but we were yet to go on the water.  

On the fourth day, we sailed for the most part of the morning, I was alright, and didn’t capsize once though got very close 

to beaching my boat.  

We spent the afternoon packing and left early on the fifth day accompanied for most of the way by friend. 

 

Toby C  
The Northern light Trip was amazing!  
The Northern Light trip is a journey split up into 6 legs that run through the 
summer holidays, and goes from Portsmouth to Inverness and back, I did the 
2ndleg which was 469 nautical miles over 11 days (THE LONGEST LEG) from 
Milford haven to Oban.  
 
I only heard about the trip a week before it began as there were still spaces on 
this leg. It was very easy to apply as I just had to ask one of my teachers to put 
my name forward. I was lucky and got accepted! The day after term finished, I 
took a train to Manchester before going to Milford Haven. 
 
Upon arriving at the marina, we were shown to the boat we would be spending 
the next 12 days on. It was a 49-foot yacht called Bellerophon.  Once everyone 
had arrived, we were briefed and got to meet each other. We+ slept the night 
before setting off at 7:00 the next morning. 
 
The crew consisted of 2 Year 9, 2 Year10, 2 Year 11, and 3 Year 12 and 1 Year 
13. It was nice to get to know people from different age group.  So, after we 
chatted for a bit, we were put into two separate groups port watch and starboard 
watch, we split turns at sailing into 4 hour shifts for the first day before reaching 
the first stop; an anchorage at Saint David’s cove. We spend the night rocking 
up and down before setting off for Aberaeron for another anchorage which was 
more sheltered and less rocky.  We sailed without touching land for a while but 
then that night we came into Hollyhead marina and a nice shower before setting 
off for the longest sail yet to Douglas marina.  

 
There, we had a whole night and day to buy cards and bond as a team, we all got along very well, played loads of games and 
had lots of fun before sailing through the night to Stranraer. It was difficult to get to sleep and we didn’t get much kip before our 
shift started at midnight till and ran through to 4am! It was tiring but we had a full day and night to catch up on missed sleep 
before heading into Campbeltown and then the day after, to Port Ellen were we relaxed and rested, enjoying a late wake up call 
at 8:00 for a shorter sail to the isle of Jura. There wasn’t much in the town, only a nice pub so we didn’t stay long before sailing 
to Craobh Haven and then Oban. 
 
We spent the day tidying and shopping for the next crew before sleeping 
aboard one last night. The next morning, we all caught a train back home…  
 
I would do it again and would recommend it to anybody who is planning on 
a good experience while earning a few certificates for example, I got my 
competent crew qualification. I also made some good friends and will be 
keeping in touch. 
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Slt Duckham  
Britannia Royal Navy College, Year 9 Camp, Dartmouth  
 

 
Last but not least, the much-anticipated BRNC camp brought our term to a close. This year, ten 
Yr 9, two Yr 10 and three teachers went on an epic voyage to Dartmouth, Devon. The following 
is a day-by-day account of their adventures… 
 

Day 1 by Ethan B, Toby C & Jamie L   
I had really been looking forward to this trip. Firstly, because we were going to stay in an actual naval 

college and secondly because we were going there by train which is way more fun than being stuck in a 

bus! We met at on the DT car park and were ready to go by 9:00 but we had to wait for Slt Duckham who 

obviously didn’t remember that in the Navy, if you arrive on time, you are already late and, having dodged 

the railway strikes by only one day, we knew that time was going to be of the essence. Nevertheless, CC 

Ripley drove us to Oxenholme station where we got split into three groups. Lt Parker’s team comprised of 
Marlow, Jamie, Toby C and Joshua. Lt Holmes clearly had the best team with Toby H, Kit, Charlie, and 

myself Ethan, whilst Slt Duckham had the two Marias (PSB and CA), Yvonne and Ayira. ~ Ethan 
 

The journey to Wolverhampton was really busy and when we 

had to change trains we ran into a few problems! First of all, the 

boys missed the train and had to go back to the train that had 

just got off from. The girls made it and we just had to wave them 

off as we frantically ran to get our train. It was mad because 

there was no space at all, but Lt Holmes would not take ‘No’ for 

an answer and she managed to push us all in and we got to Birmingham New Street just in time to 

catch up with the girls. However, there was absolutely no room, so we made the best out of the 

facilities and sat in the toilet for about three hours! It was a bit of a comedy show, when someone needed to go because all 6 of us had to 

come out… 

Despite texting that they had been upgraded to 1st class, the girls had the very same seat!  ~ Toby C 
 

We got off the train at Totnes and were greeted by Lt Rennie and some terrible weather.  We got driven to Dartmouth BRNC college, and it 

was awesome because our accommodation was an actual warship called the Hindostan. We got dressed in our uniform and went for 

tea…someone will have to mention the stairs!!!! When we came back, we got to play hide and seek on the ship. The perfect end of a first 

epic day! ~ Jamie 

 

Day 2 by Marlow H & Toby H 
We woke up at 6am and got ready, looking smart in our uniform. Joshua was our squad leader and after we lined up outside the Hindostan, 

we got into formation and walked towards the dreaded stairs! Once at the top, we met up with Elizabeth College from Guernsey and Joshua 

led all 24 cadets to the junior gun room. Left, left, left, right, left… 
 

After breakfast we set off towards the high ropes course and we were each equipped with a harness and helmets. The first sight of the high 

ropes course was slightly daunting, but Lt Rennie gave us a safety briefing and some clear instructions. Once 

everyone had their first go it didn’t seem so bad after all and turned out to be an amazing experience with a 

fabulous view from the top, we then had races up the course between schools. Lt Parker and Slt Duckham 

also had a race, at first it was neck and neck and Slt Duckham looked as though she had a chance, but Lt 

Parker gained the advantage on the swivelling tree troncs and got to the top before her!  

We then marched towards the kennel where the Queens’ beagles live, the dogs were extremely friendly and 

happy to see people. We washed out hands then marched to the junior gun room to have lunch where 

officers in training also have their lunch. It was nice to be able to chat with them. They were all very friendly.  
 

 

After lunch we all met outside for a briefing of our next 

activities and then split into two groups.  My group first went 

to the indoor climbing wall for about an hour where way too 

much chalk was used, the climbing was probably the highlight 

of my day as we were free to have a go at whatever wall we 

wanted to climb, we were not restricted by anything! I love it.   
 

“When it came to the bouldering, I was skeptical but after I tried it I found out that I was 
quite good!  

Me and Charles crated a fun game where we picked a wall and picked a Color which we had 
to strictly stick to when climbing. For me this was the best part of the day, and I am sure that 

it was the case for everybody.” ~Toby. 

Then the groups switched places and we went to the bridge simulator where officers train to drive their ship. We received another briefing 

and then were left to drive a ship and park it in a harbour, our first attempt was unsuccessful and ended with a navy ship crashed in a pier 

and out second attempt was a near success, but our boat once again crashed into a cargo ship. Each person then had a go and driving the 

boat into the harbour with the simulator on 10x speed and this became very competitive very quickly.  

After the simulator, we then marched back to the Hindostan for some downtime and later on we changed back into our 4’s uniform and 

marched up the stairs to the junior gun room for tea… (Did someone mention the stairs?)  

We headed to bed at 9pm and there were many tired faces after a long and very productive day. ~ Marlow 
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Day 3 by Yvonne F, Maria CA & Maria PSB 
 

On Day 3 of the camp, we had some great weather, so we got the 

chance to do a really fun activity called “low ropes”. There were several 

parts with different challenges, and it was really tiring. Lt Rennie 

showed us the basics but we had to work as a team to complete the 

whole course, with passing with swinging tyres, walking on a thin, tiny 

steel wire and walking on a large piece of wood. The most difficult for 

me was the swinging tyres as you had to balance yourself well to avoid 

falling down. I felt exhausted and it was painful on the hands when 

holding on the swinging tyres which would turn everywhere while I was 

swinging. It was really fun, discussing our techniques, which was a way 

to improve our communication as a team and made it easier to find 

solutions for the next challenges. We were really keen to work together 

because we wanted to go faster than the other college. There was one 

activity where we all had to stand on one tiny square plank having 

launched ourselves one at a time from a couple of meters away using 

a thick rope. We all tried to hold on to each other but in the end…It was 
really good fun! ~ Yvonne F 

 

Every day to go anywhere in the college, we had to march as a 

squad and after the low ropes activity we had the opportunity 

to watch a “passing out” parade. Afterwards, we got the 
chance to attend a ceremony in a lecture hall and listened to 

the newly qualified officers who talked about their course and 

how much they enjoyed it.  

 

After lunch we went for a little trip on a boat called a whaleboat with some naval officers and they 

were really kind and talked to us about various aspects of their lives at the college and also they 

taught us about the boat. We were able to drive it for a bit and this was really good fun!  

~ Maria CA  

 

I really enjoyed the low ropes, the whaleboat and the visit of 

the college was really impressive, especially the front facing 

the river but, my favourite bit was meeting the puppies! A 

shame we couldn’t all take one home with us!” We also got 

some time to go down to Dartmouth where our teachers 

treated us to an ice-cream, probably so that we stop 

complaining about the stairs…Has anyone mentioned the 
stairs yet? When we came back Joshua organized a search 

game on the Hindostan which we played with the other 

college. It was really good fun as we had to look for clues all 

around the ship and it was great that everybody played. ~ 

Maria PSB 
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Day 4 by Ayira B and Charles AKA Cheese C 
 
On the last day of Sedbergh Navy trip to Britannia Royal Navy College in Dartmouth, we woke up at 6:30 to get ready for the day’s travel. 

After going up the dreaded stairs for the last time we had breakfast and stopped by the “NAAFI” for a few snacks to add to our SCRAN later. 

We then went back down and tidied up. We vacuumed, emptied the “gash” and made sure the “heads” were spotless! (We did a surprisingly 

good job for Sedbergh kids). We said our goodbyes and gave some thank you cards to the Navy officers who had helped us during the trip. 

Afterwards we sat in the minibus with our large bags and drove to the station where we waited in the rain for the train. The trip was smooth 

and although we didn't get to stop for a burger, the voyage itself was enjoyable. Especially since, this time, we had seats all the way through 

and our teachers surprised us with an award ceremony and gave us prizes for the qualities we showed throughout the weekend.  

We got back to school and unpacked all the navy kit we had worn during the trip, just in time to go camping with the other Y9 as the 

Challenge week was on… No rest for the wee kids!  Ayira B 

 

A huge thank you to Slt Duckham and Lt Holmes for taking care of us and a very special thank you to Lt Parker who is leaving the section at 

the end of this year. On behalf of all the Navy cadets, Lt Parker, I have been told to tell you are the GOAT*…Young people too can do 
acronyms!  ~ Kit B-C 

Lt Richard “GOAT” Parker  

A huge thank you also to Lt Rennie and Slt Walker who bent over backwards (quite literally as they demonstrated their rope skills!) to make 

sure we had a fantastic experience! ~ Charles “Cheese” C 

 

 
We also say thank you to Miss Myagkova who came 
all the way to Bristol to meet up with Marlow and I 
and accompanied us on our journey to Bisley for a 
shooting competition… 
 
~ Joshua D 
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